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Abstract. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is associated with the formation of toxic amyloid-␤ (A␤)42 oligomers, and recent evidence
supports a role for A␤ dimers as building blocks for oligomers. Molecular dynamics simulation studies have identified clans for
the dominant conformations of A␤42 forming dimers; however, it is unclear if a larger spectrum of dimers is involved and which
set(s) of dimers might evolve to oligomers verse fibrils. Therefore, for this study we generated multiple structural conformations
of A␤42 , using explicit all-atom molecular dynamics, and then clustering the different structures based on key conformational
similarities. Those matching a selection threshold were then used to model a process of oligomerization. Remarkably, we showed
a greater diversity in A␤ dimers than previously described. Depending on the clan family, different types of A␤ dimers were
obtained. While some had the tendency to evolve into oligomeric rings, others formed fibrils of diverse characteristics. Then
we selected the dimers that would evolve to membranephilic annular oligomers. Nearly one third of the 28 evaluated annular
oligomers had the dimer interfaces between the neighboring A␤42 monomers with possible salt bridges between the residue
K28 from one side and either residue E22 or D23 on the other. Based on these results, key amino acids were identified for point
mutations that either enhanced or suppressed the formation and toxicity of oligomer rings. Our studies suggest a greater diversity
of A␤ dimers. Understanding the structure of A␤ dimers might be important for the rationale design of small molecules that
block formation of toxic oligomers.
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INTRODUCTION
Aggregation of misfolded neuronal proteins and
peptides may play a primary role in the pathogenesis
of neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [1–3]. Amyloid-␤ (A␤) is a small (40
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92093-0624, USA. Tel.: +1 858 534 8992; Fax: +1 858 534 6232;
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to 43 amino acids (aa) long) [4] amyloidogenic peptide generated following the proteolytic cleavage of the
amyloid-␤ protein precursor. A␤ accumulates extracellularly in AD, forming amyloid fibrils that are the
main component of plaques. The physiological and
pathological roles of A␤ are areas of active investigation [5], with some authors proposing A␤*56 as the
toxic species [6], while others have proposed arrays
involving higher-order species such as A␤-derived diffusible ligands [7]. Recently, evidence had been shown
that small oligomers of A␤42 [8], and even dimers [9],
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may play a primary role in the formation of neurotoxic
annular oligomers that occur in AD. A␤ dimers were
identified in cerebrospinal fluid in AD patients [10] and
were shown to decrease long-term potentiation both
in slices or when infused into rats [9]. Recently, various groups developed molecular models of A␤ dimers;
however, there are a number of challenges to modeling A␤ dimerization. Therefore, in order to develop
rationally designed therapeutics for the treatment and
prevention of AD, it is crucial to understand the tertiary
and quaternary structures of A␤.
There are several challenges to identifying the tertiary structure of the A␤; perhaps the most significant
is that the peptide is “naturally unfolded,” and as such,
it lacks a stable tertiary structure [11, 12]. Moreover,
there are experimental limitations (e.g., A␤ aggregates
very quickly in water, A␤ fibrils are insoluble, and
the peptide has yet to be crystalized for X-ray crystallography) that have hampered this area of research
[13–16]. Since A␤ has an unstable tertiary structure,
it is likely that there are actually a number of conformations for the A␤ monomer. Therefore, researchers
turned to computational experiments to identify the
theoretical structure(s) of A␤. There are a number of
reports of using molecular dynamics (MD) to simulate
the behavior of A␤ structures in solution. However,
most were performed with shortened sequences of
A␤ (residues 16–22), focusing on the hydrophobic
core where, according to these studies, the ␣-helix
unfolds into the ␤-strand [17–30]. Other studies used
an implicit solvent [22, 28, 31–36] or simplified the
simulated structure, using coarse-grained approaches
[28, 35, 37–41]. These approximations were used to
overcome limitations in CPU speeds, which, until
recently, prevented researchers from simulating the
structure(s) of A␤ using all-atom force field of the
full-length peptide in explicit solvent [42].
Molecular dynamics simulation of A␤ dimers is
the starting point for elucidating the process of A␤
peptide oligomerization. Initially, molecular models
of dimers were constructed using traditional molecular docking methods where the best structural pair of
A␤ monomers was identified by the energies of intermolecular interactions [43–45]. Using discrete MD
(DMD) with simplified potentials and coarse-grain
modeling, another set of A␤ dimers was obtained [40].
In addition, replica exchange MD (REMD) studies of
A␤ dimers using coarse-grain and implicit solvents
were used to simulate dimers and tetramers based
on structures obtained from solid-state NMR experiments [46]. This study found that residues 10–23
account for most of the interpeptide interactions dur-

ing aggregation [47] and identified the importance
of Ile41 and Ala42 to A␤ dimerization. In addition,
Asp23-to-Lys28 has a role in forming a salt bridge in
a number of the computational models that enhances
nucleation and fibrillization [45, 48]. In the recent studies, Yu and Zheng [49], using explicit solvent MD and
their peptide-packing program, showed that the A␤
monomers and dimers can be expanded to energetically
favorable and stable annular oligomers.
Taken together, these studies identified different sets
of dimers that can be potentially involved in the development of annular oligomers in AD. For example,
while Côté and co-authors described six main clusters for the dominant morphologies of the dimers [48],
authors of more recent studies have shown another
variety of possible dimers starting with ten different
configurations with very diverse secondary structures
of different peptide regions [50. 51]. Therefore, it is
unclear if a larger spectrum of dimers is involved in
AD, and which set(s) of dimers might evolve to toxic
oligomers verse fibrils. For this purpose, we utilized
a strategy that used a combination of MD simulations, molecular docking, and studies of molecular
interactions with the membrane, as well as mutagenesis, biochemical, and electron microscopy studies to
characterize the evolution of dimers to oligomers. Our
studies suggest that there is a greater diversity of A␤
dimers that previously described and that depending on
their conformations some can be nonpropagating—not
leading to any further oligomerization, and some lead
to oligomer rings or fibrils.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview of approach
To study the structural diversity of A␤ aggregates, in
particular dimers, as well as identifying key aa residues
involved in preventing dimerization, we developed a
new combined modeling approach (Fig. 1) that enabled
the characterization of the large variety of A␤42 conformations. Rather than limiting the molecular modeling
to one rigid conformation of A␤42 (Fig. 1A), the
approach for this study was to generate different structural conformations of A␤42 (Fig. 1B) using all-atom
MD in explicit water environment, and then clustering the different conformers based on key structural
similarities (Fig. 1C). This enabled the selection of
the best centroid conformer from each conformational
clan (Fig. 1D), which was then used for modeling the
homodimers (Fig. 1E). The best centroid conformer
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Fig. 1. Overview of the scientific approach. Level 1 is focused on (A) the preparation of A␤ rings starting from an initial NMR conformation of
A␤, which lead to (B) the generation of 1000 different conformers of A␤. C) These conformers were clustered into 77 groups, and (D) the best
centroid conformer was selected from each cluster as a representative structure. E) Centroid monomers were docked to form dimers, and (F)
the dimers with the best energy were selected. G) Consistent docking of the conformers to the dimers was conducted. It resulted in generation
of rings, fibrils, or nonpropagating dimers. Level 2 is focused on the analysis of ring structures. H) Rings were evaluated for membranephilicity
and (I) selected for further analysis. J) Dimers from the rings with the best energy of interaction with the membrane were examined after which
(K) the interpeptide contacts were studied to determine key amino acid residues. Level 3 is focused on the biological effects of mutating key
aa residues. The wild type (WT) and two mutant peptides (L) were evaluated for peptide aggregation using western blot (M), for ring and fibril
formation in a cell-free environment using transmitted electron microscopy (N), and for cytotoxicity in primary neuronal cultures (O).

(referred to as “centroid”) was selected for each clan as
the conformer with the best RMSD and Z-scores when
compared to each member within its clan (Supplementary Table 1). The best-energy dimers (Fig. 1F) were
used as the starting points for modeling the oligomers,
using the consecutive docking procedure to evaluate
the possibility of quaternary structural formation. As
the result, we obtained rings, fibrils, or nonpropagating dimers that cannot form any oligomers (Fig. 1G).
Then we selected the rings having the best propen-

sities to the membrane (Fig. 1H) for further analysis
(Fig. 1I) and studied the dimers that belong to these
rings (Fig. 1J). We conducted a frequency analysis
of the intermolecular interactions between the neighboring A␤42 monomers within the annular oligomers.
Based on these studies, key amino acids were proposed
(Fig. 1K) for point mutations. The wild type (WT)
and mutant peptides have been synthesized (Fig. 1L).
The WT and two mutant peptides that were predicted
to have significantly different properties were then
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evaluated for peptide aggregation using western blot
(Fig. 1M), ring and fibril formation in a cell-free environment using transmitted electron microscopy (TEM;
Fig. 1N), and for cytotoxicity in primary neuronal cultures (Fig. 1O).
Molecular dynamics simulations of Aβ
Molecular dynamics were conducted as previously
described [52, 53] for 100 ns using A␤1-42 NMR
structure (PDB ID 1IYT) [54] as the initial structure, with NAMD MD program (version 2.6) [55].
The CHARMM27 force-field parameters [55] were
used for MD simulations of A␤ in water under normal conditions. The temperature was maintained at
310 K by means of Langevin dynamics using a collision frequency of 1/ps. A fully flexible cell at constant
pressure (1 ATM) was employed using the NoséHoover Langevin piston algorithm [57, 58] as used in
the NAMD software package. At least 30 Å separated
the A␤ molecule from the box walls of the water box.
TIP3P model for water molecules was used. The van
der Waals (vdW) interactions were switched smoothly
to zero over the 10 Å region and electrostatic interactions were included via the smooth particle-mesh
Ewald summation [59]. CMAP correction was used to
avoid the known tendency of CHARMM27 to overstabilize π-helices.
The simulation was performed in four steps. Initially
the systems were minimized for 10,000 iterations.
Then the systems were heated in 0.1◦ increments and
equilibrated for 1 ns; then the molecular dynamics simulation was conducted. Data for analysis were taken
every 100 ps throughout the simulation.
Clustering, dimer and oligomer construction
Conformers were clustered by structural similarity
using Shindialov’s algorithm [60] with the maximum
possible cutoff Z-scores and minimal possible root
mean squared difference (RMSD) between selected
members of the clan. The conformer having the best
Z-score along with the smallest summary RMSDs of
C-␣ atoms to the same atoms of other conformers was
selected as the centroid and used in further studies as a
representative of its clan. Using the docking program
Hex [61], A␤ centroids conformers were docked to
the copies of themselves. The Hex program, based on
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method, conducts
comprehensive docking of two molecules in all possible positions with the further selection of the best
docked complexes based on the shape of the complex
and electrostatic interactions. Then we consecutively

docked to each of the dimers additional copies of
the centroid (one at a time) with docking rotation
and translation parameters, as were used in the initial
docking complex configuration selected by the Hex
program, to extend the dimers. This procedure used
three-dimensional (3D) transformation matrices that
were preliminarily calculated for each of the starting
dimers. A similar procedure was used by Yu and Zheng
[49]. This stepwise extension of the original dimer
led to three different possible scenarios. The first case
was a “nonpropagating dimer” where addition of the
second conformer was impossible. The second case
was a dimer that propagated to a fibril (Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2). The third case was a dimer that propagated to an annular structure. As a result of the latter
procedure, sets of different rings were generated for
each clan (Supplementary Table 1). There were also
clans that did not generate any rings.
Elucidation of the membranephilic rings
In order to check the stability of the annular
oligomers, 2 ns MD in the explicit water environment
was conducted. Only those oligomers that remained
stable after this procedure were selected for further
study.
Then the annular oligomers were filtered to select
structures with a significant propensity for the membrane surface. During the first step we filtered
the generated annular oligomers for general correspondence to the single conformer position on the
membrane. All centroid conformers that generated
rings were tested with the program MAPAS that predicted their best energy position on the membrane
surface. Then we compared the position of the conformers in the ring oligomer located on the membrane
surface with the previously defined best energy position of the monomers. The angles between the lines
connecting the C␣ atoms of N- and C-terminals of
the peptide and the plane of the membrane surface
were calculated. Similar calculations were done for
the peptide within the ring located on the membrane.
For further analysis we selected only the rings with
less than a 15% difference in the angles of each of the
members of the oligomer to the plane of the membrane,
compared to the predicted angle for a single centroid
conformer estimated by our program MAPAS [62].
The next step was selecting the annular oligomers
that would have the maximum membrane propensities or would have a maximum “membranephilicity.”
For this purpose we used the Prediction of Proteins in Membranes (PPM) server [63]. This server
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is considered as one of the best servers devoted
to estimation of possible positions of proteins and
peptides in membranes. It uses the polarity profile
of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)
bilayer determined by neutron and X-ray scattering
[64], and distribution of water in DOPC bilayer determined by spin-labeling experiments [65]. The server
uses the implicit solvent representation of lipid bilayer
that takes into consideration its anisotropic properties.
The server calculates the energy of transfer of protein
(peptide) from water to the lipid bilayer as a sum of two
terms. First, solvent accessible surface area-dependent
term that takes in consideration the vdW and hydrogenbonding interactions along with entropy of solvent
molecules; second, electrostatic term including solvation energies and deionization penalties of ionizable
groups in nonpolar environment. The details of this
method are described explicitly elsewhere [66]. The
Cartesian coordinates of the studied annular oligomers
of A␤ were submitted to the PPM server and the membrane transfer free energy per one monomer of A␤ for
each of them was calculated. The resulting values were
used for selection of the best membranephilic annular
oligomers for further studies.
Study of intermolecular interactions between the
neighboring Aβ peptides in oligomers
The interpeptide contacts between the neighboring
monomers of A␤ in the annular oligomers and fibrils
were studied. We measured the distances between the
centers of the closest heavy atoms of the neighbors.
Such distances were measured between each pair of
neighbors in the annular structures or fibrils and then
the average distances per a single pair of monomers
were calculated. Distances less than 4 Å have been
considered as contacts and were used in the following
frequency analysis. The frequencies of occurrences of
the specific residues in the contacts with the neighboring monomers were calculated for all previously
selected rings and fibrils.
Frequency analysis of intermolecular interactions,
selection of mutations, and molecular dynamics
simulations of mutant Aβ
Based on a frequency analysis of interpeptide
contacts within the A␤ rings and analysis of contacts of the best membranephilic ring oligomers, two
artificial mutants of A␤ were created in order to evaluate the effects the main intermolecular interfaces
in A␤ rings. Mutant 1, E3R, D7R, V36S, V40S,
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was designed to evaluate substitution of negative
to positive changes along with two hydrophobic-tohydrophilic mutations to mitigate the strong energies
of hydrophobic interactions. Mutant 2 evaluated the
positive-to-negative substitutions, R5D and K16D,
along with one hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic mutation,
V39S. MD simulations of the mutants were conducted
with the same parameters and protocols as WT peptide
(see above).
We checked the possibility of prediction of the mutations impact on the properties of the A␤ peptides and
their capability to form rings using relatively short MD
simulations. Conformers of the mutant A␤ peptides
obtained following only 8.5 ns of MD were docked as
homodimers. Next, these dimers underwent the consecutive docking procedure as described above. Rings,
fibrils, and nonpropagating dimers were generated.
Then we analyzed the percentage of propagating to
rings dimers as well as nonpropagating dimers that
can be generated from the mutant conformers. These
results then were compared with the experimental
results.
Preparation and aggregation of Aβ1-42 wild type
and mutants
A␤42 (American Peptide Co., Sunnyvale, CA) WT
and Mutants 1 and 2 (Eton Biosciences Inc., San
Diego, CA) were aggregated by incubating the peptides for 16 h at 37◦ C followed by a 6 h incubation
at 56◦ C. Different concentrations of peptides (1, 10,
and 50 g) were loaded into each lane of a 4–12%
Bis-Tris gel (Life Technologies (Invitrogen), Carlsbad, CA) using MES running buffer (Invitrogen). Gels
were either stained with colloidal blue (Invitrogen),
silver stain (Invitrogen), or transferred to a 0.2 m
nitrocellulose membrane (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ),
and probed using 4G8 (1 : 1000; Signet Laboratories,
Inc., Dedham, MA) followed by incubation with secondary antibodies tagged with horseradish peroxidase
(1 : 5,000 dilution, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa
Cruz, CA). Immunoreactive signals were visualized
by enhanced chemiluminescence and analyzed using a
Versadoc XL imaging machine using the QuantityOne
program (BioRad, Hercules, CA).
Electron microscopy
Briefly, WT and mutated A␤ peptides were aggregated, as described above, before 2 L was added
to a formvar/carbon-coated gold grid (200 mesh grid
size; Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) and allowed to
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dry overnight at room temperature [53]. The peptides
were then negative stained with uranyl acetate (50% in
ethanol; PolySciences Inc., Warrington, PA) and bismuth subnitrate (2% in 2 M sodium hydroxide) and
analyzed using a Zeiss EM10 electron microscope, and
electron micrographs were obtained at a magnification
of 40,000.
Treatment of adult rat hippocampal neural stem
cells with WT and mutant Aβ and cell viability
Adult rat hippocampal neural stem cells (Chemicon International Inc., Billerica, MA) were grown
in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 medium containing B27
supplements without Vitamin A (Gibco® , Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Cells were differentiated
in DMEM/F12 medium containing N2 supplements
(Gibco® ) for 4 days. Cells were then treated with
aggregated A␤ WT and mutants at 1, 10, and 50 M
concentrations for 24 hours. Media was collected from
the cells and used in the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
assay (Promega, Madison, WI). Assessment of membrane permeabilization was carried out in triplicate
as previously described [67], using calcein dye as an
indicator (Invitrogen).
Statistical analysis
The data are expressed as mean values ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc Dunnett’s
or Tukey-Kramer tests (Prism Graph Pad Software, San
Diego, CA). Differences were considered significant at
p < 0.05.
RESULTS
Nomenclature
A simplified naming convention was used to identify
the different A␤ conformers created during MD simulations. The initial 1000 conformations snapshots were
taken every 100 ps and numbered in order. The different configurations of homodimers had an additional
label (forming the second part of the two-part label)
to distinguish different dimers that were formed from
the same conformer. Similarly, the fibrils formed from
propagating dimers maintained their two-part label as
in the dimer, while when the rings were formed these
had a third component to their label indicating the
number of monomers in the ring.

Molecular dynamics studies show a large variety
of Aβ dimer, annular, and ﬁbrillar structures
Since A␤ is “naturally unfolded,” it has a number
of different conformations. Therefore, a large variety of monomeric A␤ conformations were generated
using unrestrained all-atom MD in explicit water box,
starting with the NMR structural conformation of A␤
(Fig. 2A). The conformation of A␤ changed over
time from a mostly ␣-helical conformation defined
by NMR to conformations having less ␣-helical content evolving through the π-helices toward turns and
coils (Fig. 2A, B). Following 7 ns of modeling, the ␣helical content decreasing from 44% to less than 10%
(Fig. 2B, C). At the same time there was increased
π-helix, bend, and coil content and decreased percentage of nonhelical turns (Fig. 2C). Around 35 ns of
MD, the A␤ conformation had less than 5% ␣-helices
and the maximum number of π-helices, which are a
transitional state to the unstructured coil/turn structure. The ␣-helical structure content increased again
before 60 ns and then decreased rapidly to less than
10%. It remained unchanged for the duration of the
100 ns MD. The sharp decrease of π-helical content
after 40 ns was accompanied by growth of unstructured peptide regions: turns, bends, and coils. The
content of these structures grew to around 100% after
60 ns and remain stable to 100 ns (Figs. 2B, C). The
1000 conformers underwent structural superposition
and were grouped into 77 clans using the smallest possible RMSD and greatest Z-score values relative to
other conformers in the clan (Supplementary Table 1).
The most populated clan contained 82 members and
included the selected conformations that occurred from
around 30 ns to around 47 ns of MD, while smallest
clans were composed of two A␤ conformers. There
were also degenerated clans that contained only one
conformer. A “centroid conformer” was selected for
each clan as the conformer with the best RMSD and
Z-scores when compared to each member within its
clan (Supplementary Table 1).
Using the docking program Hex [61], we constructed the dimers from the centroid conformers from
each clan, which were docked to their copies resulting in the generation of distinct dimers. These dimers
were then expanded by consecutive docking (see Materials and Methods section). Such expansion led to three
different scenarios. The first possible outcome was a
nonpropagating dimer (Table 1, Fig. 3A). In this case,
the addition of the third monomer to the homodimer
was not possible. The majority of such cases were
so-called head-to-tail dimers where the N-terminal of
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Fig. 2. MD simulation of A␤ over 100 ns. A) Over time, the conformation of A␤ changes. B) During the 100 ns time course, ␣-helices (blue
rings) were converted to π-helices (red squares), which are a prerequisite to forming an unstructured loop. Then after 50 ns, the π-helices
disappear and the ␣-helices appear again with the growing combined percentage of turns, bends, and coils. After 60 ns rapid transformation of
all helices to unstructured conformations is evident. C) The composition of A␤ secondary structures (reported as a percent).

one monomer was close to the C-terminal of the second monomer. The second situation was a dimer that
propagated to a possible fibril (Table 1, Fig. 3B, Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The third outcome was a
dimer that propagated to an annular structure (Table 1,
Fig. 3C, Supplementary Table 1). In conclusion, dimers
from different clans could lead to the formation of
various rings and fibrils.
Selection and characterization of oligomeric rings
that form on the membrane
Next we determined which of the oligomer classes
were stable in the membrane and therefore prone to
form pore-like structures that are relevant to AD. Annular structures were filtered to identify ring structures
that had a significant propensity to the membrane surface. For selection of the best membranephilic annular
oligomers we used the PPM server [63]. The server
calculates the energies of transfer (Gtransf ) of the
oligomers to the DOPS bilayer (Table 2). The accuracy
of PPM predictions was tested on the large number of proteins and peptides and compared with the
experimental studies [63]. In this method a protein is
considered as a rigid body with flexible side chains.

We regarded the oligomers having Gtransf better than
−2 kcal/mol (per a monomer peptide of the ring) as
membranephilic rings, which were selected for further
analysis. Energy of transfer of the selected rings to
the membrane was used as a criterion for selection of
the rings that most probably would form and stay in
the membrane. These rings can lead to a further pore
formation.
It was interesting to note that the possibility of the
rings formation significantly changes during MD. The
last conformers that could form annular oligomers
were the 60 ns conformers. The time of around 60 ns
was the boundary of existence for any helical secondary structure components in the A␤ peptide. After
this point only the bends, turns, and coils corresponding to the fully unstructured peptide remained. It
appears that such secondary structure components prevented the creation of the ring structures. We want to
note that after 60 ns only fibrils could be constructed
using the method of consecutive docking (Supplementary Table 1). These results led to the assumption that
ring formation is a property of rather early than later
conformers of the A␤ peptide. It is still possible that
in the later stages (that we have not explored yet)
␤-strands would appear that can again increase the
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propagating to ring conformers

propagating to fibril conformers

non-propagating conformers

Table 1
Examples of MD centroid A␤ conformers and generated by docking dimers and oligomers
Example
Centroid
Centroid
Dimer
Centroid
Oligomer ID
Oligomer
type
ID
monomer
ID
dimer

30

30

79

79

164

164

423

423_86

423_86

823

823_1

823_1

924

924_3

924_3

389

389_24

389_24_7

487

487_75

487_75_8

600

600_34

600_34_5

probability of the ring-like structures formation. The
rings having the best energies of interaction with the
membrane (Table 2) are presented in Fig. 4. These rings
have more negative residues at the top (most distant
from the surface of the membrane) and more positive
residues at the bottom. This can create the possible

profiles of the electrostatic field in their central parts
(when embedded to the membrane) that would support
the transport of positive ions, for example Ca2+ .
Of the 28 tested rings, one of the best membranephilic annular oligomer 213 186 7 (Fig. 5) was
further used to elucidate the possible contact residues
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Fig. 3. Wild type A␤ monomers can form different structural conformations, which lead to a variety of different dimers. Examples of conformers
that propagate to (A) only one structural formation and (B) different oligomer conformations within the same structural class (i.e., ring). C) In
some instances the same A␤ monomer structure formed a homodimer that could form both ring and fibril oligomers.

between neighboring monomers. These data were
comparable with data on the frequency of possible
interresidue contacts within the A␤ rings. This contact
scheme was then used to assign the possible mutation
sites to confirm whether the proposed theoretical strategy including MD, docking, and membrane-contact
calculations predicted the formation of toxic annular
A␤ oligomers.
Identiﬁcation of key amino acid residues within the
dimers related to the formation of annular and
ﬁbril structures
Following the filtration steps to select A␤ oligomers
that were most likely to form annular rings on the
membrane surface and start the membrane penetration process, the frequency of interpeptide contacts in
all selected annular formations was determined. We
calculated the frequency of the residues involved in
the intermolecular contacts between the neighboring
monomers in the rings from the set of possible rings
generated for the each clan of the conformers (Fig. 6A).
The residues with the most frequent contacts were
divided into three groups, positively and negatively
charged, as well as hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 6A).
The positively charged residues with the most frequent interactions were Arg5, Lys15, and Lys28, and

the negatively charged aa residues included Glu3,
Asp7, Glu11, Glu22, and Asp23. The hydrophobic
residues of the C-terminal were Ile31, Leu34, Met35,
Val36, Val39, Val40, and Ile41, while the hydrophobic
residues in central part of the A␤ molecule were Val12,
Leu17, Val18, Phe19, Phe20, and Val24. The positive
residues Arg5 and Lys16 have complementary negative
residues (Glu3 and Asp7) on the other side of the interface leading to a decrease in the electrostatic energy
of the system and making the formation of the dimer
energetically favorable for spontaneous dimerization.
In addition, the number of interpeptide contacts for
two neighboring A␤ monomers within rings (Fig. 6B)
and fibrils (Fig. 6C) was determined. The regions with
the highest contact densities in the ring were between
the two neighboring C-terminals (residues 29–42) and
the N-terminals (1–16). In fibrils, the highest contact
densities were between the central hydrophobic cores
(CHC; residues 17–21).
Based on the frequency analysis of the residues
participating in the intermolecular contacts within
the possible A␤ rings and the configuration of interface between the neighboring peptides in the ring
213 186 7, two A␤ mutants were created with an intention to analyze the possible impact of destroying the
complementary contacts of the charged residues of the
neighboring peptides in the dimer (Fig. 7A). Mutant 1
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Table 2
Energies of transfer of the rings to the phospholipid membrane
ID

213 88
225 283
213 186
436 27
134 7
2 191
600 34
648 27
22 54
51 232
22 60
109 93
69 56
423 15
277 21
120 20
487 75
85 122
85 122
2 74
334 176
106 239
184 7
334 227
389 24
98 139
430 57
22 4

Number of A␤
monomers in
the ring

Energy of the
ring transfer to the
membrane (per monomer)
kcal/mol

5
5
7
5
8
5
5
6
7
8
8
6
7
7
5
7
7
13
7
7
20
8
16
4
8
6
15
14

−4.18
−4.10
−3.57
−3.22
−3.15
−2.98
−2.98
−2.70
−2.26
−2.23
−2.23
−2.13
−2.07
−1.91
−1.82
−1.63
−1.47
−1.34
−1.34
−0.99
−0.96
−0.86
−0.74
−0.70
−0.56
−0.35
−0.27
−0.26

had substituted negatively charged residues Glu3 and
Asp7 for positively charged aa Arg on the “right” conformer (Fig. 7A) of the interface between the neighbors
of the ring (Fig. 5). Additionally, the two hydrophobic
residues, Val36 and Val40, were mutated to hydrophilic
Ser to diminish the impact of the hydrophobic intermolecular interactions that could mask electrostatic
interaction charges. Mutant 2 was designed to examine the “left” member of the interface. In this mutant,
the positively charged residues Arg5 and Lys16 of the
“left” A␤ molecule were substituted with negatively
charged residue—Asp, and the hydrophobic residue
Val39 was substituted with a hydrophilic residue—Ser.
We explored the opportunity to predict the impact
of the mutations on ring formation and neural toxicity.
We calculated the electrostatic energy of interpeptide
interactions between the neighboring molecules in the
ring. Initially we calculated the energy for the existing
WT ring 213 186 7 and Mutants 1 and 2 having the
same conformations and configuration as this WT ring.
Then we performed other consecutive docking procedures for both mutants selecting the best-energy rings.

Figure 7B shows the results of these modeling and calculations. The first column lists the energies for the
mutants that were held in the same configuration as the
WT with just substituted selected amino acids. It corresponds to the initial naı̈ve suggestion that substitution
of charged amino acids to the opposite charge amino
acids will significantly decrease the energy of interpeptide interaction. In actuality, the peptides with the
substituted amino acids simply do not dock in the same
configuration as WT peptides. They try to find the best
energy configuration of the docking complexes. Column 2 in the Fig. 7B table shows exactly this result.
Mutant 1 showed even better energy of interpeptide
interaction in the new ring when the peptides found a
new configuration for the attractive interpeptide contacts (the positive residues found other complementary
negative residues of the neighboring peptide). Mutant
2, in which all positively charged amino acids were
replaced with negative amino acids, could not find any
compensatory docking and simply did not form any
ring structures. In addition, the likelihood of the dimer
propagating to the annular oligomers changed because
of the introduced mutations. According to the theoretical calculations, compared to the WT dimer, which
formed 61% nonpropagating dimers, Mutant 1 formed
22% nonpropagating dimers, and Mutant 2 formed
86% nonpropagating dimers (Fig. 7C).
Targeted Aβ point mutations inhibited annular
oligomer and ﬁbril formation and modulated
cellular toxicity in vitro
In order to confirm our modeling and simulation findings in an in-vitro system, the A␤ WT
and two mutants were synthesized and evaluated
by immunoblot, TEM, and cytotoxicity. Immunoblot
analysis of A␤ aggregates with the 4G8 antibody
revealed, as expected, that A␤ WT had the presence of
monomers (4 kDa), dimers (8 kDa), and higher order
oligomers (>12 kDa) that were augmented with concentration (Fig. 7D). In contrast, A␤ Mutant 1 formed
mostly monomers, dimers, and trimers. A␤ Mutant 2
also formed monomers, dimers, and trimers but to a
lesser extent than Mutant 1 (Fig. 7D). The presence of
the WT and mutant A␤ peptides was confirmed by silver staining (Fig. 7E). Ultrastructural analysis by TEM
showed that while the WT A␤ peptide formed small
globular aggregates at 1 M, at higher concentrations
cluster aggregates (10 M) and fibrils (50 M) were
formed. Interestingly, Mutant 1 formed globular or
clustered aggregates at 10 M, which were still present
at 50 M, but failed to form fibrils (Fig. 8A), again sug-
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Fig. 4. Membranephilic rings on the membrane. Visualization of the A␤ ring structures that have the top favorable energies of interactions with
the membrane. The residues colors: white, polar/hydrophobic; green, polar/hydrophilic; blue, positively charged; and red, negatively charged.

gesting that the selected mutations directly impacted
the peptide’s structural conformations. Mutant 2 also
formed globular aggregates at 50 M, but to a much
lesser extent than Mutant 1. In vitro, Mutant 1 showed
a significant (p-value <0.01; Fig. 8C), dose-dependent
decrease in the cellular sequestering of the calcein
dye at 50 M (Fig. 8B) indicating greater cytotoxicity. In order to confirm the cytotoxicity, the LDH assay
was utilized. We noted that Mutant 1 was cytotoxic
in a dose-dependent manner. In contrast to Mutant 1,
Mutant 2 was not cytotoxic at any of the tested concentrations (Fig. 8C). Consistent with lacking cytotoxicity,
Mutant 2 did not affect cellular permeability (calcein
assay). Additionally, the targeted A␤ point mutations
had a distinct mutation-dependent effect on cell survival (Fig. 8B and C). While none of the peptides were
cytotoxic at 1 M, both the WT and Mutant 1 significantly reduced the calcein retention and increased the
release of LDH at 10 M compared to vehicle control
(p-value <0.05; Fig. 8B, C). In conclusion, substitution
of negatively charged residues to positively charged
residues in Mutant 1 resulted in greater formation

of globular oligomers and toxicity. In contrast, substitution of positively to negatively charged residues
in peptide Mutant 2 resulted in the failure to form
globular oligomers and was not toxic. This is consistent with the prediction from the modeling data that
showed Mutant 1 forming a much higher number of
propagating dimers, while Mutant 2 formed much less
propagating dimers.
DISCUSSION
The present study investigated the structural diversity and fate of A␤42 dimers utilizing MD simulations
to generate a large array of A␤42 conformers that were
then used for modeling in propagating mode the higher
order oligomers. Remarkably, we showed a greater
diversity in A␤ homodimers compared to previous
studies [48]. Depending on the clan family, different
types of A␤42 homodimers were obtained. While some
had the tendency to evolve during our propagation
modeling into oligomeric rings, others formed fibrils
of diverse characteristics (Table 1; Fig. 3).
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A

B

C

D

Fig. 5. Contact residues in neighboring peptides of A␤ participating in a membrane-contacting annular oligomer-representative of the rings
having maximum membranephilicity. Contacts of positive and negative residues were found for (A) the N-terminal part of the dimer 231 186.
Hydrophobic residues for the central (B) part and the C-terminal part (C) of the dimer. General configuration of the dimer and the ring (D).

Prior to this study, few publications evaluated the
structural characteristics of A␤ dimers based on modeling simulation techniques [47, 48, 68, 69]. While
the study by Urbanc and colleagues [68] used DMD
with a four-bead peptide model to show that, unlike
A␤40 , A␤42 had a high propensity to form paranuclei (pentameric or hexameric) structures that could
self-associate into higher-order oligomers, the study by
Mitternacht and co-workers [69] used implicit solvent
all-atom Monte Carlo simulations to show spontaneous dimerization of A␤42 , with 42 residues. They
showed that the primary force driving the formation
of dimers is hydrophobic attraction and that the conformational differences involve turns centered in the
20–30 region. In addition, the probability of finding
turns centered in the 25–30 region, where there is a loop
in A␤ fibrils, was found to increase upon dimerization.
In contrast, Takeda and Klimov [47] utilized replica
exchange molecular dynamics and all-atom implicit
solvent model to show that the sequence region 10–23

in A␤ peptide was found to form most of interpeptide
interactions upon aggregation.
In a recent study, Côté and co-authors [48]
used accurate coarse-grained force field coupled to
Hamiltonian-temperature replica exchange molecular
dynamics to show that the A␤42 dimer has a higher
propensity than the A␤40 dimer to form ␤-strands at
the central hydrophobic core (residues 17–21) and at
the C-terminal (residues 30–42), which are two segments crucial to the oligomerization of A␤. This study
identified six main cluster centers for A␤42 dimers.
Overall, their analysis pointed to the strong impact of
the two aa Ile41-Ala42 and the salt-bridge D23−K28
on the folding of the A␤ dimer. Consistent with this
and previous reports [45], we found that nearly onethird of the 28 evaluated membranephilic ring oligomer
interfaces between the neighboring A␤ monomers contained possible salt bridges between the residue K28
from one side and either residue E22 or D23 from the
other.
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Fig. 6. Identification of key contact residues in neighboring conformers of A␤ participating in the membrane-contacting annular oligomers for
selective mutation. A) Percentage of contacts formed by both right and left peptide residues in the set of all possible membranephilic A␤ rings.
Residue colors: negative (red), positive (blue), and hydrophobic (green). Percentage of interpeptide contacts formed in rings (B) and fibrils (C).
One can see that the main sets of interaction in the rings are located at the N- and C-terminals and for the fibrils there are the interactions between
the N-terminal and central parts of the peptide along with the interactions between its central parts.

Also in agreement with previous simulation studies
[47, 48, 68, 69], we found that a significant number
of the intermolecular interactions in the homodimers
that can evolve to fibrils were hydrophobic involving
the central region (CHC) residues 17–28. In our allatom MD simulations, a higher proportion of ␣-helical
structures were present that gradually transformed to
π-helices and then to coil and turn structures that
would most probably later evolve to ␤-strands. The
proportions of coils and turns were similar to previous
reports [48]. The π-helix is known to be a transitional
secondary structure in the evolution of the peptide
from helical to nonhelical structures (turns, coils, and
␤-strands). This transformation of the A␤ secondary
structure has been confirmed by combined NMR analysis and MD simulations [70, 71].
Further studies evaluating the assembly of dimers
as well as the role of the lipid membrane in dimer
and oligomer formation are limited due to the added

computational complexities associated with additional
elements that are modeled. Oligomer formation studies have identified a stable double-layer ring structure,
but not single-layer ring, that formed from the ␤strand conformation [43, 44], as well as an A␤
pentamer, which formed via linear propagation of
monomers [72]. Interestingly, A␤ monomers modeled in the presence of a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) and bilayer membranes suggested that the
peptide prefers to adopt an ␣-helical or unstructured
conformation [73], rather than the ␤-hairpin structure identified by modeling the monomer in a water
box [74, 75]. Self-assembled monolayer also had a
strong seeding effect on A␤, and a trimer was identified as the smallest seeding nucleus [73]. In addition to
SAM, A␤ was modeled on a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) membrane using
all-atom traditional MD. Under these conditions, ␣helices evolved toward ␤-strand structures had a higher
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A

B

C

D

E

Fig. 7. A␤ WT and mutants evaluated. A) Amino acid sequence for WT and mutant A␤ where aa substitutions are indicated by bold-faced type.
B) Electrostatic energies of interaction between neighboring A␤ molecules in the dimer 213 186 and the mutants. The first column lists the
energies for the mutants that were held in the same configuration as the WT with just substituted selected amino acids. Column 2 in the Fig. 7B
table shows the energies for the new best energy dimers generated. If for WT dimer this is the same value, because the studied dimer is already
in the best energy configuration, for mutants it is quite different. Mutant 1 showed even better energy of interpeptide interaction in the new ring
when the peptides found a new configuration for the attractive interpeptide contacts (the positive residues found other complementary negative
residues of the neighboring peptide). Mutant 2 in which actually all positively charged amino acids have been replaced to negative could not
find any compensatory docking and simply did not form any ring structures. C) Percent of dimers formed that were propagating (blue bars) and
nonpropagating (red bars) for the WT and mutant A␤ peptides. Compared to WT A␤, Mutation 1 increased the number of propagating dimers,
while Mutation 2 dramatically decreased the formation of propagating dimers indicating that the selected aa residues have key roles in the types
of dimer that form. D) A␤ mutant and WT peptide aggregates (1, 10, and 50 M) were evaluated using Western blot probed using the 4G8
antibody. E) While only the WT A␤ peptide formed aggregates that were detected in the Western blot, silver stain verified the presence of the
mutant peptides on the gel indicating that while the WT peptide forms a variety of aggregates having different molecular weights, key mutations
to the primary structure of A␤ prevented the formation of larger aggregates.

propensity to aggregate. Finally, the amount of energy
required to disconnect an A␤ dimer from the membrane were calculated as a measure of the interactions
between the dimers and the membrane. Similar to a
previous study, a number of membranephilic dimers
were identified, although comparison with the energy
to disconnect the A␤ monomer were not reported
[76].
Our study differs from other MD reports [48]. We
first used explicit MD and then docking to obtain a
greater variety of A␤42 dimers. This enabled the selection of conformational clans, centroids from which

were then used for modeling the homodimers and
higher oligomers. With this new approach a large variety of A␤42 dimers was found that, depending on the
unique conformation, evolved into oligomer rings or
fibrils. This finding supports the notion that the dimers
are the starting configurations for the further construction of higher-order A␤ oligomers and that different
homodimers can be organized from different conformations of A␤ monomers. Each of the dimer classes
and subclasses differ only in conformation but not in
a sequence. The precise secondary and tertiary characteristics that differentiate each subclass of dimers
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B

Fig. 8. In vitro analysis of A␤ WT and mutant peptide aggregates using Western blot, electron microscopy, and cell-based assays. A) TEM
evaluation at 1, 10, and 50 M further confirmed these findings since only A␤ WT formed protofibrils and fibrils, while the mutants remained as
small oligomeric peptides. B) The toxicity of the A␤ peptides was evaluated using adult rat hippocampal neural stem cells at 1, 10, and 50 M
and indicated that while Mutant 2 was not toxic at any concentration, Mutant 1 had a clear increase in toxicity with increasing dose. WT A␤
was toxic at both 10 and 50 M concentrations. C) Changes in intracellular calcium concentrations were evaluated using the calcein assay. Cells
were treated with A␤ WT and mutant peptides (1, 10, and 50 M). WT A␤ altered the endogenous calcium levels, as did Mutant 1, which had
a significant dose-dependent effect. On the other hand, Mutant 2 did not affect intracellular calcium concentrations. ANOVA followed by post
hoc Dunnett’s or Tukey-Kramer tests. ∗ p < 0.05; # p < 0.01.

forming rings and fibrils are unknown and will be the
subject of future more detailed molecular studies. As a
part of a more detailed analysis of the ring oligomers,
we calculated the propensity of the dimers to form rings
on the membrane, as well as, which of the rings had the
best energies of interaction with the membrane; these
rings were selected for further analysis.
To validate the MD studies, two artificial mutants of
A␤ were created to modulate the main intermolecular
interfaces in A␤ rings that had been found by in-silico
modeling. Mutant 1 substituted negatively charged
residues for positively charged on the “left” conformer
of the interface. Mutant 2 was designed to examine
the “right” member of the interface. While Mutant
1 enhanced the formation of ring-like oligomers and
toxicity, Mutant 2 blocked the formation of toxic
oligomers. A possible explanation as to how these
mutants work is that when we mutated the positive
residues Arg5 and Lys16 on the “right” monomer,
this mutation eliminated two of the three most frequently occurring positive residues of the A␤ dimer
interface. Since the dimer is formed by a combination
of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, it is clear
that the one remaining positive residue (Lys28) could
not maintain the necessary complimentary electrostatic
field for a proper configuration. This most likely leads

to the warped interface that would not evolve to ring
or even fibril structures. On the other hand, eliminating the negative charges (residues Glu3 and Asp7) on
the “left” monomer, removes only two of five negative residues that most frequently participate in the
interface. Thus just the configuration of this interface
would change and lead to a dimer configuration that
frequently propagates to more toxic annular oligomers.
Note that in our theoretical studies the annular
oligomers have been formed only from the centroids of
clans that include the conformers obtained before 60 ns
of MD. After this time point we could not generate any
ring structures but only fibrils. Such results can lead to a
hypothesis that for the formation of annular oligomers,
the A␤ conformer has to have at least some of ␣- or πhelical structural components. After the conformer lost
all helical structures, no more rings would be formed.
Such a hypothesis leads to an assumption that the A␤
rings are formed at the early times after peptide creation. It can explain failures of numerous attempts to
stop the rings formation using the molecules that can
prevent docking of one A␤ peptide to another. The
compounds that can protect A␤ peptides from binding to each other are present in the cell after the ring
formation, during the time when the unstructured A␤
already cannot form any rings but only fibrils.
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In AD, memory and cognitive deficits have been
associated with impairments of the synaptic connections among neurons in association areas of the
pre-frontal and parietal cortices and limbic system [77,
78]. The mechanisms of synaptic pathology in AD
are not completely understood, however, several studies point to toxic oligomers including dimers [9]. A␤
dimers were identified in cerebrospinal fluid in AD
patients [10] and potently disrupt hippocampal longterm potentiation, adversely affect dendritic spines in
cultured neurons, and impair memory consolidation
[9, 79]. Although it is unlikely that inhibition of memory consolidation will be associated with a unique
A␤ structure or assembly form, the results presented
here together with those from prior studies [9, 10, 80]
strongly suggest that soluble diffusible dimers and/or
prefibrillar intermediates built starting from A␤ dimers
are central starting point in the formation of memoryimpairing arrays.
In conclusion, the present study suggests a more
complex and dynamic role for A␤ dimers in the process of oligomerization and fibril formation. It also
suggests that although dimers might be the key starting
points for oligomerization, this is a rapidly changing
process where diverse conformers and oligomers of
various orders are formed and eliminated very quickly.
Thus not all dimers behave the same way. Depending
on the subclass, some types of dimers do not form
oligomers while others do. Overall this, as well as
previous results, suggests that targeting selected A␤
dimers may be important in an effort to ameliorate the
episodic memory described in mild cognitive impairment and the early stages of AD.
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